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By this means the saccharose is converted completely into invert sugar ;
lactose and maltose, however, are not changed, as their inversion requires
either more concentrated acid or more prolonged boiling. Raffinose under-
goes partial inversion, being transformed into a mixture of levulose and
melibiose, while its rotation is reduced to about one-half (exactly 0-5124)
of that of the same solution before inversion ; only by further action of
more concentrated acid -is the melibiose decomposed into glucose and
galactose.
3. Determination of Saccharose and a Reducing Sugar together. —
This is the simplest case and if the mixture contains no substances other
than the two sugars, it is sufficient to determine the polarisation P given
by a solution of p grams of the mixture in 100 c.c. Then, if ax and a2 are
the deviations due to unit weight of saccharose and the other sugar respec-
tively in 100 c.c. — due attention being paid to the sign 1 — and % and y the
quantities of saccharose and of the other sugar, the following equations
hold :
which give :
m\	P-***	a^p-P
(II)	x= -- • ; y =s - .
al — a2	<*! — a2
When, however, the material to be examined contains also other sub-
stances, the first equation no longer holds, and to obtain another, use is
made of either the reducing power or inversion, according to one of the
th e following methods :
(a) The quantity of reducing sugar is determined directly, either volu-
metrically or gravimetrically ; the observed polarisation is then diminished
by that due to the reducing sugar found, the remainder being the polarisa-
tion of the saccharose. That is, in equation
y becomes known, so that :
x^p-**y
This procedure does not, however, take into account the slight variation
in the reducing power of sugars in presence of saccharose.2
(b) The saccharose is inverted in the manner already described, and
1	In the application of these and ail the succeeding formulae to practical cases, the
proper sign f-f- or —) should always be used for the unit deviations (a) and the observed
polarisations (P).
Further, if the mean values of Table XVI are taken for the unit deviations, varia-
tion of these with the concentration is not allowed for, while, if the temperature exerts
an appreciable influence on the rotation it is presumed that the polarimetric readings
are made at 20° C.
2	This variation is allowed for in some special cases, as in the determination of
small quantities of invert sugar in presence of excess of saccharose according to Herz-
feld's and Meissl's methods, which will be described under t€ Raw Sugars/*
The method described above is, however, followed, e*g*, in, the determinalion of the
gi con4ei|se4 mjl% according to Gira/4'$ wtfrOd (see under " Milk "),

